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THE BUFFALO NEWS
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Buffalo may abolish residency rule for teachers
By Peter Simon NEWS STAFF REPORTER
Updated: 10/16/07 8:34 AM
The Buffalo Board of Education is considering eliminating its residency
requirement for new teachers and administrators, long an emotional and
·
·
divisive issue.
Ralph Hernandez, chairman of the board's Executive Affairs Committee, is
pushing to rescind the policy so that residency is no longer a factor in hiring.
"The bottom line is: We hire teachers to come in and do their jobs,"
Hernandez said. "As far as where they live, that's irrelevant. We need to cast
our net as wide as we possibly can."
The school system still has about 50 teaching vacancies six weeks into the
school year. State Education Commissioner Richard P. Mills and Robert M.
Bennett, chancellor of the State Board of Regents, visited a city school last
week to highlight the system's hiring problems and to explore possible
solutions.
Mary Ruth Kapsiak, School Board president, says she supports the effort, but
not all board members agree.
''I'm with Ralph on that," Kapsiak said. "I just feel we need teachers. I don't
care where they come from."
But board members Lou Petrucci and Vivian Evans say requiring new tenuretrack teachers and administrators to live in the city - or move there within
six months of their hiring - boosts the city's tax base and economy.
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They also argue that it ensures educators have a better understanding of their
students and of the challenges of urban education.
"We really do need to have people live in the city and contribute to the city so we can maintain the city,"
said Evans,the board's East District representative. She said she would consider amendments to the

current policy only if she is convinced that it impedes the hiring of qualified teachers.
Petrucci, whose daughter attended Discovery School 67, said the principal lives in the school's South
Buffalo neighborhood, which fostered a sense of familiarity and intimacy.
But Petrucci also said the city should offer housing incentives to teachers and is responsible ''for
providing vibrant neighborhoods and the type of housing that people want to move into."
The residency policy, enacted in 2002, allows hiring outside the city only in subject areas where
certified teachers cannot be found in Buffalo.
Those "shortage areas" are reviewed annually and have expanded considerably to include English,
bilingual education, foreign languages, math, science, music, reading, special education and speech.
School psychologists and teachers who work with hearing-impaired students also may live outside the
city.
The main subject areas where the residency requirement still applies are elementary education and social
studies.
Niagara Falls is the only other school district in the Buffalo Niagara region with a residency
requirement.
Buffalo's initial residency policy, adopted in 1994 and amended in 1998, required all tenure-track
teachers and administrators to live in the city. It made no exemptions in hard-to-fill subject areas.
Catherine Collins, an at-large board member, said the cu.rrent policy provides "enough latitude" to fill
shortage areas and should be retained.
Christopher Jacobs, also an at-large member, said the concept of a residency requirement has merit but
welcomed a review of how it has worked since 2002. "I need to know whether our pool of applicants has
decreased," he said.
Mills declined last week to take a position on the residency issue. "I don't know the exact effectit has,"
he said. "That's a local discussion."
Victor Martucci, vice president of land development for Marrano/ Marc Equity, said keeping or
dropping a residency requirement for city teachers could affect interest in housing in the city in one of
two ways.
Having such a requirement creates built-in demand from teachers who need residences in the city, he
said.
But if dropping the requirement ends up drawing teachers from a wider area and improving the
performance of city schools, that could persuade more families to live in the city, Martucci said.
"That's always a key decision in where [prospective home buyers] want to live," Martucci said of a
school system's performance.
Residency is scheduled to be discussed Wednesday evening at an Executive Affairs Committee meeting,
and Hernandez said the board could take formal action as soon as next Tuesday.

